I've found some cool international McDonald's ads in my research for this
commercial, and I'd like to bring some of those visual aesthetics here. I've made
a selection of three that I want you to have in mind when reading this treatment:
https://vimeo.com/534813387
for the interior look & feel at the end
https://vimeo.com/658546583
for the natural and organic camera moves
https://vimeo.com/609671560
for the wide, descriptive angles

"Our buns will not be straight, and they will look messy enough to feel more real."
I’ve found this line in your beauty shots production brief and I think it captures the essence of
what we’re trying to achieve in terms of visual style and acting. Messy enough to feel more real.
I see this ad as a combination of two distinct worlds that come together. The micro-universe,
represented by the food shots, and the macro-universe, represented by the teens. Both worlds
have their stars.
This idea stuck in my mind, and I've kept it with me in all my research done these days. It is essential to create an aesthetic contrast between the two worlds for the narrative structure to gain
depth. But it is equally important to find some connections between the two worlds because
that is the key to creating order and making everything look messy, realistic, believable,
engaging, and well thought at the same time.

The ad will be shot in a night/end-of-day atmosphere, which
will also help add colors by using different lights.
There will be two main zones in the restaurant that we're using:
the pickup desk and the table where they gather around.
The desk should feel clean and tidy, typical McDonald's, but the
table I'd like to be personalized by the group. It should feel
messy, dynamic, backpacks and coats everywhere, with the
youngsters switching places and getting close all the time.
A bit of color can also come from far away objects out of focus.
These can be lamps, posters, flags, and so on. Just to make
every shot feel right.

Light – There will be two main atmospheres in terms of light. Dark and saturated blue outside and warm inside. This will make for a nice contrast in the shots. I
will avoid bringing colored lights and build the colors through art direction and
costumes. But if it is necessary, we can fill in some zones without making it look
like a music video.
Camera Work - The camera movements must bring out the characters and
every other element needed for the story to move on, shot by shot. Since things
will be moving fast, the camera will be handheld (well, more likely shoulder-held)
and very flexible.
Lens – The lenses will be ultra-wide, so the active camera movement will help.
I'd like to have lots of closing in on the characters. The wide lenses also help describe the restaurant better and bring some energy to the shots. I'd definitely shoot
with wide anamorphic lenses. The images they produce have a distinctive cinematic feel and easily immerse the audience in the story.
An important fact that I want to point out here is that a way to differentiate
the two worlds, the macro/micro universes, is by selecting different aspect
ratios. This is a very modern technique and keeps the viewer engaged. I
would use a 4/3 aspect ratio for the food shots and a 2.35:1 or 2:1 aspect ratio
for the teens' shots because it's more suitable for storytelling.
Example: https://vimeo.com/626861747
Color & Contrast – I'd use warm light in all the frames inside the restaurant.
Skin tone and contrast should be identical to preserve aesthetic unity in each sequence. I would like to add a film grain layer at the end over all the shots: regardless of brightness, it will equalize the contrasts and bring them to the same level.
The food shots will also have a soft, warm tint.

Music - The image will be so dynamic that I felt the need to use something
simple for the music, a cool hip-hop rhythm.
https://artlist.io/song/54236/mood
I like the clear beat line that would support the voice-over.
https://artlist.io/song/34297/do-your-thingThis one is very playful and complex. It allows us to play with the rhythm and the
cuts, creates a crescendo, etc.
I like the first one most because it leaves room for sound design and a lively atmosphere.
Sound Design - As far as sound design goes, I think any scene without realistic sounds looks void of emotions. That's why I usually design the acting and the
blocking to generate real-world sounds. We can play with these effects to amplify
the feelings and bring forth the overall rhythm.
Voiceover – The voice-over will be in contrast with the youngsters' mood. It
will be more mature, a reassuring voice. But I'd like to do a casting voice-over if
possible, just to be sure that the VO actor gets the attitude. It would be nice to
have a mature over-used radio voice and give it a more lyrical twist.

1. Outside McDonald's restaurant / Night
MVO:
Asta-i gașca ta.
Afară e iarnă, frig și parcă și ninge un pic.
În interiorul restaurantului McDo e cald și plăcut.
Pe ușa intră o gașcă de prieteni. Sunt 6 tineri, 2 tipe și 4
tipi, cam zgribuliți de frig. Și înfometați.
Going in the restaurant should be made with a nice, long
dolly-in. The friends open the restaurant door, some of them
move in, and the camera goes along with them.
The move should resemble something like this:
https://vimeo.com/534813387
The cold weather outside reminded me of the way people entered the room in The Heightful Eight
https://giphy.com/gifs/thehatefuleight-movie-western-open-door-xTka03W07A093Gqncc
Vibe shots:
https://media.giphy.com/media/l2SpSS9zb15gtyn0A/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/egDHVpiXAESXJ14ZE1/giphy.gif
https://media.giphy.com/media/ieVsyjNwUKuzSRix5A/giphy.gif

